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Introduction
The saxophone has been the subject of countless reviews, musicological articles, and
academic investigations in the nearly two hundred years since Adolphe Sax invented and
patented the instrument. A large portion of that scholarship has focused on the history and
development of the saxophone quartet, an ensemble that typically consists of four instruments in
either the SATB (soprano, alto, tenor, and baritone saxophones) or AATB (two altos, tenor, and
baritone saxophones) configuration. Many of those studies assert that the saxophone quartet and
its body of musical repertoire began developing in the early and/or mid-twentieth century. In
actuality, however, the rich history of the saxophone quartet is firmly rooted in the second half of
the nineteenth century.
The earliest reference to the saxophone quartet ensemble can be traced to France
Musicale, a French journal of musical criticism that circulated during the early and midnineteenth century. In an 1844 edition of the publication, journalist and art critic León Escudier
wrote the following: “There could actually be a quartet of saxophones . . . this is a new world
opening up for instrumental art” (Cottrell 257). In the ensuing years, the saxophone quartet grew
in prominence throughout Europe and the United States as many established composers wrote
for, and about, the ensemble. By the end of the century, a large body of musical works had
emerged, as well as several professional ensembles to perform it—and thus, a new genre of

saxophone performance began. This Honors Project seeks to examine the major characteristics of
the nineteenth-century saxophone quartet and its repertoire through the lens of four musical
works: Hector Berlioz’s Hymne (for six wind instruments of Adolphe Sax), Jean-Baptiste
Singelée’s Premier Quatuor, Jérôme Savari’s Quatuor pour Saxophones, and Caryl Florio’s
Quartette (Allegro de Concert).
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Guiding Research Questions
There are two research questions that underpin this Honors Project. Both questions
explore the origins and repertoire of the saxophone quartet from both a musical and a historical
perspective, thus emphasizing the Honors College’s interdisciplinary approach to scholarship.
The two guiding questions can be articulated as follows:
1. How did the saxophone quartet develop in the approximately fifty-year period (ca. 1850
to 1900) after Adolphe Sax invented the instrument, and what were the major
characteristics of the ensemble in terms of instrumentation and/or performance practice?
2. What are the major musical qualities of nineteenth-century saxophone quartet repertoire,
particularly in regard to form, melody, harmony, and texture?
I have endeavored to answer those research questions through scholarly research, musical
analysis, and real-world musical performance; see “Methodology” below, for further details. My
answers to the aforementioned questions have assisted me in developing a comprehensive,
detailed account of the saxophone quartet and its repertoire during the mid- and late nineteenth
century, which is ultimately the overarching goal of this Honors Project.
Literature Review
As noted previously, most of the current research regarding the saxophone quartet and its
repertoire focuses heavily on performers and/or musical works from the early and mid-twentieth

century. In fact, many well-known musicologists and historians assert that the saxophone quartet
actually originated in the twentieth century. Richard Ingham writes the following in his essay
“The Saxophone Quartet” from The Cambridge Companion to the Saxophone: “The saxophone
quartet as a medium is generally thought to have dated from 1928 . . . the major push to establish
the saxophone quartet was by the French virtuoso Marcel Mule, whose ensemble gave its first
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public performance in La Rochelle on 2 December 1928” (Ingham 65). While Ingham’s
collection of essays is certainly a very accurate and useful source of information about the
instrument, his claim in regard to the birth of the saxophone quartet is flawed. The ensemble
actually originated seventy years earlier, and continued to develop and solidify throughout the
second half of the nineteenth century; those facts are supported by musicologist Timothy J.
Ruedeman, whose research is cited throughout this document. Thus, the larger goal of my
Honors Project is to “fill in” that seventy-decade gap in the popular history of the saxophone
quartet.
First, I will establish historical context for the period in question. The saxophone was
relatively well received by composers and other music professionals in the years that followed
Adolphe Sax’s invention of the instrument in the mid-1840s. Among the saxophone’s most
ardent supporters was Hector Berlioz, a prominent French composer and musical theorist. In his
1843 edition of the Grad traité d’instrumentation et d’orchestration modernes, Berlioz described
the saxophone as “the finest low voice ever heard . . . it would also perform admirably as a solo
instrument . . . one day some clever composer will do something marvelous with saxophones”
(MacDonald 298-300). Evidently, that “clever composer” was Berlioz himself; in 1844, he
arranged his Hymne for an ensemble that included saxophone (a larger discussion of this piece
can be found in “Results,” below). However, Berlioz was certainly not the only composer to

admire the saxophone. In his 1985 comprehensive study entitled The Early History of the
Saxophone, Frederick Hemke credits the composer Georges Kastner as saying, “It is a fact that
the saxophone is really one of the most beautiful inventions of Adolphe Sax and one of the most
valuable acquisitions of modern instruments” (Hemke 36). In the same document, Hemke also
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attributes the following statement to Gioachino Rossini, a famous composer of Italian opera:
“The saxophone . . . has the most beautiful kind of sound I know” (Hemke 37).
It was within this environment of praise that the saxophone began to be used in a wide
variety of musical contexts. Between the years 1844 and 1899, the saxophone was included in
thirty-one pieces of symphonic music and/or opera, according to Hemke (306-308). Some of
these works include Kastner’s opera La dernier roi Juda in 1844 (which utilized a bass
saxophone in the key of C), Giacomo Meyerbeer’s opera L’Africaine in 1865 (which made use of
an alto saxophone), Georges Bizet’s L’Arlésienne in 1872 (which included an alto saxophone
solo part), and Jule Massenet’s opera Werther in 1892, which used an alto saxophone (Cottrell
103-107). Simultaneously, Hemke notes that the saxophone was also widely used in European
and American military bands throughout the late nineteenth century (Hemke 43). In addition,
many composers wrote solo works for the instrument during the time period in question,
including Singelée’s Fantaisie brillante (1863), Jules Demersseman’s Fantaisie (1860), and
Jérôme Savari’s Fantaisie sur des motifs du Freyschutz (Hemke 348; Ingham 52-53).
In the 1850s and beyond, many composers began to write for the saxophone quartet.
According to Cottrell, the body of repertoire that emerged for the ensemble during that time was
primarily scored for the SATB configuration, although a few composers scored for AATB
instrumentation as well (Cottrell 259-260). Much of the early saxophone quartet repertoire was

published by Adolphe Sax himself, as noted by Raumberger and Ventzke. Sax managed his own
publishing house from 1858 to 1878, during which time he published a plethora of works for the
saxophone (including quartets) by Singelée, Savari, and a variety of other composers with whom
he was acquainted (Cottrell 99). Thus, the saxophone quartet slowly grew to prominence as more
composers became aware of the configuration and its emerging body of repertoire, courtesy of
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the Sax publishing company. In turn, a number of professional saxophone quartet ensembles
appeared during this time period to perform this new repertoire, including Edward Abraham
Lefebre’s famous New York Saxophone Quartette Club (Segell 26; Cottrell 118). That group, as
well as several others, would serve as the blueprint for the saxophone quartets of the twentiethcentury, including Marcel Mule’s seminal ensemble.
As noted above, I have examined four pieces of saxophone quartet repertoire for the
purposes of this study: Hector Berlioz’s Hymne (for six wind instruments of Adolphe Sax), JeanBaptiste Singelée’s Premier Quatuor, Jérôme Savari’s Quatuor pour Saxophones, and Caryl
Florio’s Quartette (Allegro de Concert). The following sections of this document describe my
methodology, results, and implications for future research and practice.
Methods
The overarching purpose of this Honors Project is to determine the major characteristics
of the 19th-century saxophone quartet and its repertoire. I have used three primary methods to
accomplish those objectives: scholarly research, musical analysis, and real-world performance.
Most of the information that I present in this document was obtained through academic research
practices. The resources upon which I relied most heavily for historical and musical details were
Frederick Hemke’s The Early History of the Saxophone, Stephen Cottrell’s The Saxophone, and
Timothy J. Ruedeman’s Lyric-Form Archetype and the Early Works for Saxophone Quartet;

those three books contain the largest amount of information that is relevant to this Honors
Project. All of the resources used in this project (including the studies by Hemke, Cottrell, and
Ruedeman) were selected primarily for their relevance and credibility—the books, journal
articles, dissertations, and webpages that I have cited were written by musicologists, musicians,
and/or historians, many of whom are considered to be experts on the saxophone.
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Musical analysis was another important aspect of this project’s methodology. In order to
determine the major musical characteristics of 19th-century saxophone quartet works, I analyzed
four pieces of such repertoire: Hector Berlioz’s Hymne (for six wind instruments of Adolphe
Sax), Jean-Baptiste Singelée’s Premier Quatuor, Jérôme Savari’s Quatuor pour Saxophones, and
Caryl Florio’s Quartette (Allegro de Concert), as noted above. To conduct those analyses, I
studied the formal, melodic, harmonic, and textural components of each piece using a published
score. I also made use of analytical information provided in several research materials, including
the studies by Ruendeman and Kelleher.
In addition to scholarly research and musical analysis, I also performed 19th-century
saxophone quartet repertoire in a lecture-recital as part of this project’s methodology. Over the
course of approximately five months, myself and three other musicians from Bowling Green
State University’s College of Musical Arts (Margo Alibeckoff, alto saxophone; Derek East, tenor
saxophone; and Kaitlyn Grella, baritone saxophone) formed an ensemble and rehearsed the four
pieces of quartet music referenced throughout this document. In order to present a recital that
was musically excellent and historically-informed in terms of performance practice, I consulted
four resources: a dissertation by Heidi Johanna Radtke entitled An Annotated Guide of
Resources, Methods and Repertoire for Developing Saxophone Quartets with a Collection of
Exercises for the Enhancement of Ensemble, Listening and Communication Skills, and three

recordings of the relevant saxophone quartet repertoire from the PRISM Quartet, H2 Quartet,
and Quartetto di Sassofoni Accademia (in partnership with Claude Delangle). Radtke’s
document contains information related to organizing efficient saxophone quartet rehearsals and
performing in a historically-informed manner; thus, we referenced this study frequently during
rehearsals. In addition, the three recordings listed above served as excellent models of
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musicianship for myself and the other members of my quartet as we learned each piece. After the
rehearsal stage, the ensemble and I presented a lecture and recital in which we discussed and
performed the repertoire in question. The lecture-recital was approximately one hour in length,
and took place on November 14, 2021 at 12:00 PM at Bryan Recital Hall in the College of
Musical Arts (a weblink to a professional recording of this event can be found in the Appendix).
Thus, the methodology of this Honors Project is founded upon research, musical analysis, and
performance.
Results
The first research question that guides this Honors Project is the following: how did the
saxophone quartet develop in the approximately fifty-year period (ca. 1850 to 1900) after
Adolphe Sax invented the instrument, and what were the major characteristics of the ensemble in
terms of instrumentation and/or performance practice? The answer to that question is quite
complicated. As noted above, the saxophone grew to prominence in the professional music
industry during the mid-1840s and early 1850s as composers (particularly those who knew
Adolphe Sax personally) encountered the instrument and began to craft music for it. In addition,
composers and journalists wrote about the saxophone in various musicological journals at the
time, which further bolstered the saxophone’s popularity. Eventually, composers and arrangers
began to experiment with multiple saxophones, treating the soprano, alto, tenor, and baritone

instruments like members of a string quartet or another homogeneous ensemble. Repertoire
begot more repertoire, and by the late nineteenth century the saxophone quartet boasted a large
number of works, considering the fact that the instrument was still in its infancy.
In response to the growing body of quartet repertoire, many professional saxophonists
and saxophone ensembles formed during this time period. Two prominent ensembles were the
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New York Saxophone Quartette (led by Edward Abraham Lefebre) and the American Saxophone
Quartette; according to Plugge, those groups “helped legitimize the medium of the saxophone
quartet” (191). Both ensembles contained two alto saxophones, a tenor saxophone, and a baritone
saxophone; this is AATB instrumentation. However, the first few pieces of original quartet
music—Jean-Baptiste Singelée’s Premier Quatuor and Jérôme Savari’s Quatuor pour
Saxophones—were scored for an SATB ensemble. In response, the professional saxophone
quartets that performed those two works (i.e. the quartets listed previously) also arranged
themselves in SATB fashion; their principal alto saxophonist simply played soprano saxophone
instead. Over time, more composers began to write and publish music for the SATB ensemble—
as a result, that instrumentation became the most common saxophone quartet configuration by
the end of the nineteenth century, according to Cottrell (259-260). Thus, I argue that the
“modern” saxophone quartet ensemble (i.e. the SATB saxophone quartet) developed in the fifty
years after Adolphe Sax invented the instrument primarily due to precedent established by the
earliest pieces of original quartet repertoire, as well as instrumentation-related changes within the
professional ensembles of the time.
The second research question that underpins this Honors Project is as follows: what are the
major musical qualities of nineteenth-century saxophone quartet repertoire, particularly in regard
to form, melody, harmony, and texture? In order to sufficiently answer that question, I will first

provide relevant background information about the four pieces of repertoire upon which this
project focuses, as well as their respective composers. As noted above, those pieces include
Hector Berlioz’s Hymne (for six wind instruments of Adolphe Sax), Jean-Baptiste Singelée’s
Premier Quatuor, Jérôme Savari’s Quatuor pour Saxophones, and Caryl Florio’s Quartette
(Allegro de Concert). Then, I will describe the musical characteristics of each individual work
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according to the categories listed previously: form, melody, harmony, and texture. Finally, in the
section entitled “Implications for Further Research and Practice,” I will identify commonalities
between the four pieces and describe their significance to the saxophone discipline as a whole.
Hymne (for six wind instruments of Adolphe Sax), Hector Berlioz
Although Hymne was not originally scored for a saxophone quartet, it is significant to
this study because it is the very first musical work that included the saxophone in an ensemble of
any type or size—in other words, it is the first piece of notated repertoire for the saxophone. The
composer, Hector Berlioz, was one of the saxophone’s most fervent admirers in the midnineteenth century (as noted previously). He was personally acquainted with Adolphe Sax, and
he wrote one of the first descriptions of the saxophone in his 1843 orchestration treatise entitled
Grad traité d’instrumentation et d’orchestration modernes (MacDonald 298-300). One year after
publishing that description, Berlioz arranged a version of his Chant sacre (which was originally
a piece of vocal music) for an ensemble that included six of Adolphe Sax’s invented instruments:
a clarinet, bass clarinet, three saxhorns, and a saxophone. He titled this new piece Hymne
(Hemke 36). The only performance of Berlioz’s Hymne took place on February 3, 1844 in
Adolphe Sax’s own workshop; interestingly, Sax reportedly played the saxophone himself during
that concert (Cottrell 104). An arrangement of Hymne for saxophone quartet was orchestrated in
2021 by Matthew Younglove, associate professor of saxophone at Tennessee Tech University;

that quartet arrangement was included on the program for this Honors Project’s lecture-recital.
While Hymne is not a piece of original quartet repertoire, performing it did provide some
key insights into common characteristics of nineteenth-century chamber music that included
saxophone. For example, the piece is written in a rounded binary or sonata-like form, in which
the opening section (or exposition) is followed by a contrasting middle/B section, which is
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subsequently followed by a semi-reprise of the expository material (sometimes referred to as a
recapitulation). The melodies are highly lyrical, and the harmonies tend to make use of
nineteenth-century Romantic idioms; the texture resembles that of a four-part chorale. As
described below, many of those musical characteristics appear in the other three works as well.
Premier Quatuor, Jean-Baptiste Singelée
Jean-Baptiste Singelée was arguably one of the most important figures in the early
history of the saxophone and its repertoire. In his youth, Singelée studied music performance
(violin was his primary instrument of study) and composition at the Royal College of Music in
Brussels, Belgium; he began his collegiate career in 1828. After graduation, Singelée moved to
Paris, France, where he became a member of several orchestras as a violinist and frequently
worked as a conductor. He later moved back to Brussels to accept a principal violinist position,
and continued dividing his time between that city and Paris for the rest of his life. Between his
performance and conducting engagements, Singéle composed over one hundred musical works,
many of which were written for solo violin (Plugge 16-17).
In addition to violin, however, Singelée was also incredibly fond of the saxophone. This
fondness likely grew out of his personal association with Adolphe Sax himself; the two met
while they were studying at the Royal College of Music in the late 1820s. In total, Singelée
composed twenty-one solo and chamber ensemble works for various saxophones (Plugge 17).

One of his most famous saxophone compositions is the first quartet, simply titled Premier
Quatuor. This work is generally believed to be the first piece of music written specifically for the
saxophone quartet ensemble, as noted by Mauk and Lombard (13). Singelée published his
quartet in 1857; the first public performance of the work was organized by Adolphe Sax himself
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in either June or July of 1864 and took place in Sax’s own workshop (which doubled as a concert
venue) in Paris, France, as noted by Hemke (351).
Premier Quatuor features a number of important musical characteristics that are relevant
to this discussion. In terms of formal structure, the first movement (denoted Andante et allegro),
is organized in sonata form after the extended introduction. The second movement, Adagio
sostenuto, is slow and lyrical—the structure contains some elements of sonata form, including an
exposition, development, and coda. The third movement, Allegro vivace, is a scherzo and trio;
the final movement, Allegretto, is a rondo. Melodically and harmonically, the material in the
piece borrows heavily from Romantic/nineteenth-century Italian opera, particularly the works of
Gaetano Donizetti, Vincenzo Bellini, Giuseppe Verdi, and Gioachino Rossini (Ruedeman 46). In
terms of texture, Singelée frequently employs homophony (all four saxophones playing in
rhythmic unison but with different elements of harmony), solo and accompaniment (one
instrument, often the soprano saxophone, presents the melody while the other three voices act as
harmonic support), and polyphonic settings in which all four saxophones present different
melodic lines simultaneously.
Quatuor pour Saxophones, Jérôme Savari
Jérôme Savari was another important figure in the early history of the saxophone.
Although not much is known about his personal and professional life, we do know that he was

acquainted with Adolphe Sax and actually briefly studied the saxophone himself. In addition,
Savari was a military band composer and the music director of the Thirty-Fourth Regiment in the
French army during the mid-nineteenth century. Throughout his compositional career, Savari
wrote a large number of works for saxophone (both solo and ensemble pieces), most of which
were published by Adolphe Sax through his publishing company (Plugge 17-22). One such work
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was Quatuor pour Saxophones. Interestingly, Savari’s quartet may actually have been composed
before Singlélee’s Premier Quatuor; the exact dates of composition for both pieces have been
contested by historians and musicologists over the years. However, we know for certain that
Savari officially published his work four years after Singelée, in 1861 (Ruedeman 47-48).
Savari’s quartet has much in common with Premier Quatuor, particularly in regard to its
formal structure. Like Singelée’s quartet, the first movement of Quatuor pour Saxophones
(marked Allegretto) is presented in sonata form, with a clear exposition, development, and
recapitulation section. The second movement, entitled Adagio sostenuto, is organized essentially
as a rondo; a principle theme is introduced and returns throughout the movement with variation,
separated by episodes of contrasting material. The third movement, Andante quasi adagio, is
slow and lyrical, and the form is undefined. The fourth and final movement, Allegro moderato, is
another quick rondo. Also like Premier Quatuor, the melodies and harmonies present in Savari’s
piece tend to draw from Italian opera, as well as the works of Carl Maria von Weber (Ruedeman
47-48). Texturally, the quartet uses a variety of strategies including homophony, polyphony, solo
with accompaniment, and more; interestingly, the soprano saxophone is treated as a “soloist”
more frequently in this piece than in the works by Berlioz, Singelée, and Florio.
Quartette (Allegro de Concert), Caryl Florio
Caryl Florio, whose birth name was William James Robjohn, contributed the first piece

of American music to the saxophone quartet repertory. Originally an organist and choir director,
Florio began composing music in approximately 1870. His compositional output includes a
number of works for symphony orchestra, operas, chamber music, liturgical music, one piano
concerto, and four pieces for the saxophone (Introduction, Theme and Variations for alto
saxophone and orchestra, Quintet for four saxophones and piano, Menuet and Scherzo for
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saxophone quartet, and Quartette, which is the piece in question). All of Florio’s saxophone
works were written for Edward Abraham Lefebre and the New York Saxophone Quartet Club,
which was one of the first and most prominent saxophone ensembles of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries (Noyes 45; Plugge 30-31). Lefebre and his quartet premiered Florio’s
Quartette on April 30, 1880.
In terms of its formal characteristics, the Quartette differs from the previous two pieces
of repertoire because it is presented in two sections, rather than four movements. The first
section, denoted Andante, is essentially a chorale. It is organized in a variation of sonata or
expanded rounded binary form—thematic material is presented at the beginning of the piece
(exposition), followed by a contrasting section (development), and then a return of the opening
material (recapitulation). The second movement, marked Allegro, is a traditional fugue.
Generally, the harmonies within Florio’s quartet resemble those of the late Classical era,
although Romantic idioms are present as well in some melodic lines; Kelleher describes the
piece as “harmonically conservative . . . [an] eclectic work that fuses fugato, Romantic lyricism,
and even a Baroque minuet,” and Ruedeman characterizes it as “neo-classical or post-Mozartean
[in] style” (Kelleher 562; Ruedeman 78). In terms of texture, the four saxophones are primarily
organized in a contrapuntal fashion. Solo lines are infrequent, but when they do occur, they are
typically placed in the soprano saxophone part.

Implications for Future Research and Practice
The four pieces of saxophone quartet repertoire described above share a number of
commonalities in regard to their formal, harmonic, melodic, and textural content. First, each
piece includes a movement or section in sonata form; in addition, both Jérôme Savari’s Quatuor
pour Saxophones and Jean-Baptiste Singélee’s Premier Quatuor contain slow and/or lyrical
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movements as well as movements written in rondo form. In that sense, those pieces seem to
reflect the formal structure of the late-Classical string quartet, which includes an opening
movement in sonata form and a slow second movement, followed by a scherzo/minuet and trio
as the third movement and a final movement in rondo form. In terms of harmony and melody, all
four works reflect Romantic idioms in some capacity, especially Berlioz’s Hymne and the works
by Savari and Singelée. Lastly, each piece features many of the same textures—all four works
feature polyphonic and/or contrapuntal settings (particularly the quartets by Florio and Berlioz),
as well as homophony and solos with accompaniment (frequently with the soprano saxophone as
the soloist). Thus, using those four works as case studies, I argue that the following elements
represent the major musical characteristics of nineteenth-century saxophone quartet repertoire:
1. Formal structures that mimic the late-Classical string quartet
2. A wide variety of ensemble textures, including polyphony, homophony, solo and
accompaniment, and more
3. Romantic harmony and melody, particularly drawn from operatic music
This information could be very useful for any saxophone ensemble that performs music from the
early quartet repertoire. Understanding the musical characteristics and historical foundations of
these pieces would be helpful during the rehearsal process, as it would enable an ensemble to
ensure that their playing is musically accurate and historically-informed. Thus, my results could

potentially benefit musicians within the field of saxophone performance.
In addition, this Honors Project has outlined a comprehensive, detailed account of the
saxophone quartet and its music during the mid- and late nineteenth century, thereby filling the
aforementioned seventy-year gap that exists in the popular history of the ensemble. That
outcome could have important implications for both saxophone performance and pedagogy.
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Specifically, this study could be used as an educational tool to provide young saxophonists with
foundational knowledge regarding the instrument’s origins. More generally, however, it is my
hope that this study will encourage all saxophonists, both students and professionals, to simply
explore the rich early history of this instrument and its ensembles.
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Appendix
The following is a secure weblink to the professional recording of this Honors Project’s
lecture-recital, which took place on November 14, 2021 at 12:00 PM in the BGSU College of
Musical Arts’ Bryan Recital Hall: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gx6vd8fmmgev4nc/AAAy
USOX-I67Wstljl51K8lVa?dl=0
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